NO MORE ENERGY WASTE
SLV DISPLAY CABINET COOLING

HACCP COMPLIANCE IS EASY
WITH BUILT-IN DATA LOGGING
THAT ENABLES YOU TO
DOCUMENT YOUR COLD CHAIN
TO THE SMALLEST DETAIL.

up to 40% ENERGY REDUCTION
POSSIBLE WITH VARIABLE SPEED CONTROL IN SUPERMARKET
AND CONVENIENCE STORE CABINETS, COMPARED TO NON-
OPTIMISED COMPRESSORS.

www.secop.com
WHY SETTLE FOR SECOND BEST, WHEN YOU CAN SECURE BOTH HIGH QUALITY FOOD AND A LOW ENERGY BILL IN A SINGLE COMpressor?

SLV compressors are the natural choice when you need a versatile package for a wide range of applications. Built-in to this compact, reliable and easy to install unit you can find countless features that ensure you can make the most of your investment.

The built-in data logging function of the 105N46xx series controller which monitors system performance and the intelligent controller for ultimate control and alarm management, are just a few of the enhancements that place SLV compressors above other optimised compressors.

The integrated design of the compressors helps reduce system costs, while adding the option to use the environmentally friendly refrigerant, R290. Only the variable speed design can obtain energy savings of up to 40% when compared to fixed speed compressors in on/off operation mode.

**Benefits**

- Energy savings of up to 40%
- Built-in data logging (HACCP functionality)
- High level of system integration (5 relay outputs)
- Network functionality (remote control/monitoring)
- Easy customization via TOOL4COOL® software